Talk and Demonstration Subjects

★ Any book report on a book read
★ William Allen White Award Books
★ Caldecott Award Books
★ How to find a book in the library
★ How to use an encyclopedia
★ How to use a Dictionary
★ Bug Identification
★ How we can protect our forest
★ where do rocks come from
★ Rock Identification
★ Sewing Box supplies
★ How to read a pattern
★ Buttons, Buttons, Buttons – Different Kind of Buttons
★ Different kinds of guns
★ Gun Safety
★ Birds around us
★ Reptiles and amphibians
★ endangered species
★ Fish ID
★ Fishing Supplies
★ How to make a fish lure
★ Boat Safety
★ Bicycle Safety
★ Plant ID
★ Battery and Bulb Electricity
★ How to fix a frayed extension cord
★ Magnet fun
★ Rocket parts
★ How to assemble a rocket
★ Woodworking tools
★ How to build a birdhouse
★ What should be in a first aid kit
★ Care of Horse hooves
★ Horse breeds
★ Parts of a Saddle
★ How to make a rope halter
★ Meat cuts
★ Beef Body parts
★ Beef Show supplies
★ Dairy Breeds
★ Sheep Breeds
★ Dog Breeds
★ Dog Agility Demonstration
★ Dog Showmanship
★ How to care for ____________
★ Different Kinds of feathers
★ Eggs
★ Rabbit Colors
★ Ear notching a pig
★ Livestock families (bull, cow, steer)
★ Different kinds of fabric
★ How to read a care label
★ Different Hand stitches
★ How to measure for a pattern
★ Organizing a closet
★ Fashion Past, present, and Future
★ Cooking Utensils
★ How to read a food label
★ Food Pyramid
★ Different ways to store foods
★ How to measure food
★ Food safety tips
★ Wool winding supplies
★ Different phases of Ceramics
★ My family tree
★ Crafts
★ Cultures- People around the world
★ Camera Parts
★ How to focus a photo
★ Different Kinds of Cameras
★ Camera History
★ Bicycle parts
★ How to properly hook a seatbelt
★ Make cookies
★ How to polish your shoes
★ How to sort laundry
★ How to model
★ How to complete your outfit
★ Beaded Bracelets
★ My ______________ Project
★ How to align your sites